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Laing will be
•
sworn 1n
as
president in
May, not April

,·

by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

FLASH DANCING
Sharon Gains, Cindy Bilyeu and Kerith Southard practice for a final in their modem dance class. The trio will
perform next Tuesday as a group. They have been practicing for three weeks.

Student body President-Elect Jeff Laing did not
take office Tuesday, as required by the student government constitution.
Student body Vice President Christine Toutikian
said Thursday Laing will be sworn in May 4 at the
annual SG banquet.
According to Article III, Section 2 of the SG
constitution, "The president and vice
president... shall serve a one-year term of office."
SG Public Relations Director Scott Pruitt said
Tuesday the requirement is being interpreted as one
academic year, rather than one calendar year.
"It could be one year from the day he took office or
one academic year," Pruitt said.
He said Schmidt, Toutikian, Laing and DiBona
had discussed the issue and agreed to have the
inauguration May 4.
Current student body President Fred Schmidt
took office April 16, 1989.

Audiology pro9ram ended due to standardsby Tom Kopacz
STAFF .flEPORTER

The College of Health and Professional Studies has ended the graduate
audiology program.
Dr. Leslie Ellis, interim dean of the
college, said the program is being
ended because the American Speech-

Language-Hearing Association, which
accredits the program, has recently
upgraded its standards.
"The increase would have required
an additional faculty member," Ellis
said.
He said there are currently five students in the audiology program. Four
wiU graduate this summer and the

other is expected to graduate in December.
Because of that, he recommended to
Provost Richard Astro that the program be dr~pped.
"It has gone through the curriculum
committee, and I assume the provost
has approved it," he said.
Astro could not be reached for com-

ment Tuesday.
The decision to drop the program
must also be approved by the Board of
Regents.
He said one student has since shown
interest in the program. The student,
Sue Hackett, said she had an applicasee PROGRAM page 8

Landscape losing ground to
growing campus construction
Hicks said there are plans to build more
temporary parking lots in the next two mon tbs.
He added, "UCF is trying to provide parking
The destruction of more than 15 acres of for students without ruining the environment.
UCFs landscape this semester has has con- I feel that we're doing minimal damage to the
cerned faculty and students.
ecology."
Conflicts are arising among different
The proposed art complex will take the Ian d
branches· of the administrating offices that that could be paved over for parking spaces.
oversee expansion plans.
This will necessitate clearing of additional
Dr. John R. Bolte, vice-president of admini- land.
stration and finance, monitors the construction
Dr. I. Jack Stout, a professor of biological
on campus.
sciences, is a member
Bolte said, "Any
of the University
campus growth is "UCF is trying to provide parking
Environmental Qualbound to remove some
ity Committee. ,
trees. One of the ef- . for students without ruining the
The-purpose of this
forts of the. admini- environment. We're doing
committee is to restration is to plant at
spond to issues dealminimal damage to the ecology."
least one tree for every
ing with UCF's envione lost." .
- J.C. Hicks ronment. They also
J.C. Hicks, the as· t t d· t
h · I I t bring any ecological
8SSIS an
1rec Of, p ys1ca pan
issues to the attention
sistant director of the
physical plant, exof the administration.
plained that to create the G-7 parking lot, loStout said, "I'm quite concerned about all the
cated near the education building, 311 trees trees being lost to construction. Trees are often
were removed.
lost for the contractor's convenience. This policy
Also, the fieldhouse being built east of Lake creates a biological desert. There's a better way
Claire was the reason 10-15 acres of trees to be to expand. You don't have to create a sand
bulldozed.
surface devoid of all life."
"There are no plans to replace the trees, but
see ENVIRONMENT page 6
some sod will be planted," Hicks said.
by Lisa Young
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WE'RE JAMMIN'
Logan Belle, of the group Ample Parking, sings a reggae song
during a concert on the Green Tuesday for Earth \"leek.
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The draft beer keg. Ifs awkward. Ifs bulky And it's not particularly attractive.
But in all our years in the brewing business weve found no other container better
suited for maintaining the consistent quality of real, ice-cold draft beer than the keg.
So whenever you purchase Budweiser draft bee~ it comes from a keg... fte._
Not because we still care that l?uch about kegs. But because we e._ e•\~®~
still care that much about quality.
1--1~ -~.
Draft beer in kegs. Ifs just one of the reasor.is why l1W
Budweiser has remained the King of Beer5® for more than
110 years.
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WAYNE DENSCH, IN-·C.
UCF REP RfCK ERICKSON: 425-7005
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Alcohol survey to be given to 200

UCF means
easy.cash for
this con man

by Avis Quesinberry
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Two hundred students will be answering an annual alcohol survey for
UCF's Campus Alcohol and Drug
Awareness Center.
The 104-question survey asks both
personal and general questions pertaining to alcohol and the role it plays
in a person's life.
The 30-minute surveys to be given to

by Dave Schlenker
STAFF REPORTER

•

There is a con man floating
around campus, police report~
and he has a different story for
every student.
Police warn that a black male,
about 6' 2" and 200 pounds, is
circulating the area and hitting
students up for money.
According to one· student, the
man claims to have lost his wallet
in all cases, but the circumstances vary each time.
Dorm resident Mike Hansen
said he first ran into the man
about four weeks ago on his way
back from the cafeteria.
The man, wearing what
Hansen believed to be a Jacksonville University shirt, approache~ the student and asked
him if he could spare a few bucks.
The man then explained that
he was here visiting the campus
with his wife and child, and his
wallet was stolen.
Hansen then gave him a few
dollars.
"He was a real nice guy,"
Hansen said. "He was real sincere and everything."
The next weekend, Hansen
said a friend of his roommate's
told him that a man matching the
description, yet this time claim-

0

•

•

students during class will be completed used as research by·Health and Rehawithin the next week, according to bilitative Services (HRS).
"You'll probably get a lot of lies beChris Waas, assistant student director
cause many people won't tell the
ofCADAC.
Although some students aren't truth," Phil Austin, a humanities mahappy their class time is being used, jor, said.
Waas disagrees. She believes they
they feel the survey is beneficial.
Chuck Glover, a psychology major, are filled out honestly because the resaid he felt a professor didn't have the sponses are anonymous.
"CADAC's purpose is to educate and
right to take up class time for a survey,
unless it is research related.
see SURVEY page 5
The surveys will be compiled and

AISES needs two more charter members
AISES in the southeast region.
The AISES's goal is to help to deCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
velop an understanding about AmeriTo start an official chapter of the can Indian culture. "It is open to all
American Indian Science and Engi- races and majors," said James Wilneering Society at UCF, two more liams, a senior majoring in civil engineering. Williams, who is half Indian,
members are needed.
UCF already received approval to said the only criteria is that "they have
start the chapter from the national to be interested in the American Indian
headquarters in Boulder, Colo. Once culture."
In order for the chapter to get
formed, it will be the only chapter of
by Tricia Phillip

started, eight charter members are
needed. These members need to be of
Indian decent since AISES is based on
American Indian history, Williams
said. At UCF, there are about25 native
American students, and six have
shown interest in AISES, he added.
Williams said he hopes to get the
chapter started by the end of the sumsee AMERICAN INDIANS page 4

see CON MAN page 4
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Scientists from UCF, FAU, DNA, the Smithsonian Institute and Applied Biology are taking tissue samples and studying the
feeding habits of 67 turtles Tuesday afternoon. The turtles died from the cold at Mosquito Lagoon this past winter.

Ii

• SOVIET LECTURER

Gennady Gerasimov, the
official spokesman for Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev,
will be a guest lecturer at UCF
at noon Friday in the student
center auditorium.
The le~ture is titled "The
Soviet Union in the Modern
World-Yesterday and Today." A question and answer
session will follow. The event
is free and open to the public.
• AIDS AWARENESS

•

TURTLE MANIA

The student government
and UCF student Ray Alvarez
will sponsor an AIDS awareness rally on the Green from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. today.
Brochures, posters and condoms will be available.

For more information, call
Alvarez at 380-0781.
• WORLD WRITERS

Janusz Glowacki will be the
last speaker of the 1989-90
World Writers Series, sponsored by the UCF department
of English and The Orlando
Sentinel, on Friday and Saturday.
Glowacki's first appearance
wil1 be at noon Friday in the
board room on the third floor of
the administration building.
At 4 p.m. Saturday,
Glowacki will discuss his
comic
version
of
Shakespeare's "Hamlet" at the
Orlando· Public Library, sponsored by the Orlando
Shakespeare Festival.

• MCKNIGHT SOCIETY

The UCF Center of Excellence will induct approximately 40 African-American
students as McKnight achievers 5 p.m. April 21 at the Mt.
Olive A.M.E. Church in
Orlando.
The McKnight Achievers
Society is a group of outstanding elementary and secondary
students. The ceremonies are
open to the public at no charge.
For more information, call 849
•
0799.
•ENGINEERING DAY

The Florida Engineering
Society is sponsoring a career
day from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Friday in the Great Hall of CEBA
I.

Brahm's Liebeslieder Waltzer.

Engineers from the Orlando
area will be on hand to answer
questions about employment
opportunities. Speakers will
offer advice on topics ranging
from how to improve chances
of being hired to what graduates will be expected to know to
on-the-job performance.
For more information, call
Dr. Debra Reinhart at 2755783.

UCFs student-directed and
student-produced Studio E
will present back-to-back productions Friday through Sun- ·
day on the University Theater
main stage. Performances are
at 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and at2 p.m. Sunday. For
reservations, call 275-2862.

ii CHORAL CONCERT

• VOLUNTEER WEEK

The University Chorus and
Madrigal Singers will present
their spring concert at 8 p.m .
April 19 at Orlando's First
United Methodist Church.
The free concert will feature
a variety of works by American
composers, spirituals and

National Volunteer Week,
sponsored nationally by Volunteer-The National Center
since 1974, will be April 22-28,
according to The Volunteer
Center of Central Florida.
Call Gail Pogorzelski at
896-0945 for infort¥ation.

• STUDENT THEATER

4
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Delaware official wants college drug. abusers expelled
Delaware and Delaware State, Wesley and Delaware
Technical and Community colleges, Attorney General Charles Oberly told campus presidents that
Delaware'·s attorney general has asked colleges in campus drug and alcohol policies aren't working and
the state to expel students who use illicit drugs or that student users should be expelled.
Oberly's call will get serious consideration, at
alcohol, even ifthe students aren't convicted ofbreaking any laws.
least at the University of Delaware.
If the schools comply, they would have some of the
"We have a problem in our nation and on campuses
toughest anti-drug policies in the nation.
with drug and alcohol abuse," UD President E.A
In January, the governors of Nebraska and Geor- Trabant said. "Oberly's aware of the problem and
gia called for similar crackdowns on student drug working to try and make things better."
·users in their states. In addition, Arizona and WisThere have been several recent incidents of stuconsin lawmakers are considering bills to cut off state dent drug and alcohol use on Delaware campuses. In
·financial aid to students who use drugs.
February, for example, three. Wesley students were
In a letter sent in mid-March to the University of arrested on drug trafficking charges.
Staff Report

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

UCF engineering students
help Jones High School
pop a world record
helped with research, tests
and design for the popcorn
container. The students all
A few UCF engineering stu- had a chance to practice scidents helped students of ence and math lessons as they
Orlando's Jones High School figured the volume and dimenpop their way into the Guin- sions of the container. She also
ness Book of World Records.
said the teamwork between
The students assisted Jones the students and the Orlando
High School in making the businesses was vital to the
world's largest popcorn con- success of this project.
tainer measuring 25 feet by 25
Richmond and her students
feet by 6.06 feet, made Dec.15- also received support from
17, 1988, at Jones High.
Gary E. Wbitehouse, dean of
The students received help the college of engineering, who
from Professor Rodney Henry visited them on the final day of
and 15 engineering students the event. "As an alumni of
from UCF who volunteered for UCF, this showing of support
this project.
for a community project has
Ricki Richmond, an earth made me feel very proud of the
science teacher at Jones High university," Richmond said.
This world record event
School, said, "The dedication of
Professor Henry and the stu- was sponsored by Jones High
dents was remarkable."
School and 16 community
The engineering students businesses.

AMERICAN INDIANS
FROM PAGE 3

mer and has big plans in mind
for AISES. He said he wants to
start a mentor program with
high school students, begin a
networking system with other
AISES chapters and provide
scholarships for students.

CON MAN
FROM PAGE 3

ing to be from Georgia with his
wife and kids, was wandering
around the apartments across
from the university asking for
money.
Hansen's next encounter
with the man came the following weekend. This time the

He is working with
Jaquelin Smith, advisor for
the National Society for Black
Engineers.
He said he would like to
have an open forum between
the NSBE students and the
AISES students. This forum
will allow members of the
groups to see what different
cultures are like.

FOREST INSTITUTE

OF PROFESSIONAL

PSYCHOLOGY

RICH lN SOUTHERN HISTORY AND TRADITTON

Doctor of Psychology in Clinical Psychology
This four year PSY.D. program produces effective, well-rounded
practitioners of professional psychology.
Master of Arts in Psychology
Thia five-trimester program builds a strong foundation for PSY.D. work
WRITE OR CALL

FOREST INSTITUTE of Professional Psychology
2611 Leeman Ferry Road
Huntsville, AL 35801
(205) 536-9088
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BEACH CLUB
HALF SHELL OYSTER BAR
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•
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HY436

Every
Monday
9-11 pm
99¢ BEER PITCHERS
FREE MUNCHIES

Your time is precious.
And so are the lives you could save.

CASH

FOROLD

swatctic::=
WATCHES!

@@

Bet You Figure that Old or Scratched
Swatch Watch in Your Desk Drawer is
Worthless? NOT TRUE! If It Happens
to be One of the 1983 or 1984 Issues
or One of the Special Keith Haring
Issues, You Can Actually Get More
For It than You Originally Paid f Q.r It.
Honest!!! Give Me a Call and Describe .
Your Swatch Watch to Me and I'll Let
You Know Just How Much Cash I'll Give
You For It Call

291-6701

After 5 PM or Leave, a Message and
, I'll Return Your Call.

•

Introducing Our N e'W Catnpus
in Huntsville, Alabam.a

man was driving a white fourdoor car with Virginia plates.
He stopped, obyiously not recognizing Hansen, and asked
him for money.
Hansen refused and reported the incident.
Police advise students to
report similar incidents, especially involving a man matchipg this description, to them as
soon as they happen.

Give us a little of your time.
Volunteer with the Red Cross.
Call 894-4141 for more information.

•

For The Emerging
Professional Psychologist

by Patrice Phillip

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

An investigation of an alleged gang rape in September 1989 at a UD fraternity party revealed that
heavy drinking beforehand was partly to blame,
Oberly said.
"There is a responsibility that the university not
close its eyes to illegal activities that ~re going on
within the university community," Oberly wrote the
college presidents.
"There is a great de~l of under-age drinking on
campuses," Oberly said. "It's a flagrant disregard for
the law, and kids should not be exempt."
On March 27, just days after Oberly's letter, UD
officials suspended education department administrator Clifford Meisel after police found 38 marijuana
plants in his home.

678-1221
6700 ALOMA AVENUE,
WINTER PARK

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

ALASKAN SNOW CRAB

$8.95

Offer good 6 days a week from 4-10pm Mon.-Sat

•
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Drinking and driving can kill afriendshipm

to May 31 by HRS.
HRS requires the eight colFROM PAGE3
leges and universities that
have been awarded the grants
prevent," Gail Waltzer, ·direc- to provide services including
tor of CADAC said. Next ·. annual drug and alcohol surAugust marks its fifth year on veys, the Great Safe Holiday
and Spring Break programs,
campus.
CADAC operates on a
as well as literature, videos
$9,000 grant awarded and and presentations on drugs
renewed annuallyfromAug.1 and alcohol awareness.

SURVEY

A public service announcement of The Dcp:iruncnt ofTran.~pnrtation and this publication.

Letters to
the Editor

•

THOSE TWO VERY MEANINGFUL WORDS
"I DO"

Express your
views and opinions,
thoughts and problems,
griefs and gripes
in our editorial page.

~ 00~

Send letters to:
The CenJral Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000

Orlando, FL 32816.

MEANEVENMORETODAY
AIDS- THINK ABOUT IT.

D.C.

Looking so smart!

~

1OThings You Can Do
To Make A Difference

5

It doesn't take a lot of
money to look like a
million. For precision
cuts, fashion penns,
and the Series professional line of hair care
products. A great look
at a great price. What
could be smarter?
Find out for yourself
why people keep
~ -~ coming back to

J.R.

.····.
:.~.·.·. ·

-.:·.. ··

.. .
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PRU L Mll-Cl-IELL. COITCUTTEll

EARTH RIGHT: EVERY
CITIZEN 'S GUIDE@
by H. Patricio Hynes

•
50 SIMPLE THINGS
YOU CAN DOTO

SAVE TttE EARTH©
•

>~

1-55958-027·5
12.95
STM
Every p erson's g uide
to lndM duo l and
community
environmental
action In lime for
the twentieth
omlversorv of Earth

by The Earth Works
Group
Q.929634-06-3
~~----~~--' Doy
A.95
PGW
A practical.
entertaining. ond
lnformatrve guide o
the things you con
do to help pro ec
the Earth

THESE EARTH DAY BOOKS
AND MORE AVAILABLE NOW AT

COST CUTTERS
SUNCREST VILLIAGE
10071 University Blvd.
(University & Dean)

679-6766

Open 7 days a week for your convenience!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
• 20% Off
9
<R-icu1arS6.
or Body Wave •
In stock
•
All Ha.i r Lengths
•
CResuJ..v
SERIES and Nexus
•
·
,No AppomunenL
•
oli&Ju
• Haircare Product.s
Necessary
• Awoimmcnl "'
•
e
•
COIT CUTTEAI : COIT CUTTEAI : COST CUTTEll
Good
e
•
513190 •
will!.,

$5.75 Haircut: $19.95 Penn
S>

:

Sl4.95)
Loos Hair ar rpoc:W ...,.
additianal dwge.

o
" 1
Walk·im wbjcci ta availabiily •

1bru

Wllllflitaiup>n.

•

rd • lid

Olh«ollet

. "GoodTllru

GoodThru

5/3/90

51319-0

t'~
BRING US 10 ALUMINUM
CANS & REC IEVE 10% OFF
ANY EARTH DAY BOOK
*CO-SPONSORED BY

UNIVERSITY BLVD.
AT ALFAYA TRAIL
658-4612
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Buy or Lease A New
Chevrolet/Geo And
Get $600 Off When You Qualify.

NEW '90 GEO STORM

The GMAC College·Graduate Finance Plan can help
put you in fast forward .•. at Don Mealey Chevrolet.
Qualify and you'll get $600 off a Chevrolet/Geo.
Plus, no previous credit is needed. There's just a
low down payment when you purchase, and you
can choose to defer your first payment for 90 days•.
Or you can take advantage of financing options
like SMARTLEASE"" by GMAC and GMAC's Buyer's
Choice Plan.
Just remember: This is a limited time offer, so get
into fast forward today!

DDN

.M EALEY

CHEVROLET • GEO

GMAC
Fl NANCIAL SERVICES

3707 West Colonial Dr. • Orlando, FL
(407) 295~7000
• Not available through GMAC's Buyer's Choice Plan, SMARTlEASE by GMAC or when purchasing in Michigan, or In New
Jersey on vehicles with a cash selling price o.f $10,000 or less. Finance charges ~ccrue from date of purchase.
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drawbacks
for students

~ou~eDO ~NN

by Amy Hudson
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

The April 1 increase in the
federal minimum wage has
put more money in the pockets
of the 8.f million students
nationwide who work, but
longer range effects and other
factors may soon take the
gains away, colleges warn.
426
After years of congressional
Featuring Great Seafood & Aged Steaks
haggling over how much; or
whether, the minimum wage
should be raised, the first of
Come in & enjoy our Happy Hour Buffet
Alafaya
two increases took effect April
featuring discounted drinks & free food buffet
1, putting it at $3.80 up from
$3.35. On April 1, 1991, it's set
4-7pm Tuesday- Friday
to rise again to $4.25.
Daily lunch & dinner specials featured
"We're happy we're getting
a raise," said Eileen Regan, a
Private Party Rooms available for graduation
work-study employee at Bard
dinners.
College in New York.
Many students and labor
groups nationwide, moreover,
were getting impatient. For
example, Bard announced it
would raise work study wages
Major Credit Cards
to $3.80 just as members of a
Accepted
student ad hoc committee,
829 Eyrie Dr. Oviedo
angry they were earning less
than their counterparts on
neighboring campuses, were
Located on SR 426 north of Red Bug Rd.
preparing to demand a raise.
At many schools, however, · l - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - campus officials are not sure
they can pay the higher wages.
11
The problem is further
complicated by federal propos' '
als to make schools and students liable for Social Security
taxes for the first time, and for
1
making schools pay a greater
percentage of work-study students' total wages.
"Individual institutions will
have to either come up with
more funds or cut jobs,"
warned Dallas Martin of the
National Association of Student Financial Aid Adminis"UPS is paying me almost $10,000
trators in Washington, D.C.
a year to get in the best shape of my life.
See, I work part-lime sorting packages.
about four hours a day. After sitting in
ENVIRONMENT
FROM PAGE 1
class all day, it feels good to get some exercise. It's like doing a couple of hours in
a
gym - except you get paid to work out.
Stout added, "It takes more
time to preserve trees while
''That's not the only advantage of
expanding the campus. I doubt
working at UPS. There are other beneit even costs more money."
fits- like choosing your own work
Dr. Rosie Joels, the former
schedule
and getting paid holidays
faculty senate chair, said,
and vacations. Jobs open up in Ac"There isn't much thought
given to preserving the natu-counting, Industrial Engineering, l.S.
ral beauty of the campus. UCF
and Customer Service. But if you're
doesn't put a high priority on
looking to shape up while adding weight
considering ecological and
to your wallet-try Operations.
aesthetic issues, and I think
that's terrible."
"If the whole student body worked at
She suggested adding trees
UPS, everybody would be in better
to medians.
shape- physically and financially."
William Holt, a senior maApplicants are being considered
joring in computer science,
for your local UPS office. For said, "IfUCFneeds to cut down
trees for its expansion, then
interviews or more information about
it's necessary and inevitable. !
UPS, see·your school's career
However, the administration
development or job placement
needs to keep environmental
·center. UPS is an equal opportunity
issues in mind."
employer.
Kelly Mortland, a junior
M/F
majoring in psychology, said,
"It's sad to see the campus
shrink because of the disappearance of the trees."
John Benicy, a senior liberal studies student, added, "I
think it's a shame to destroy
trees without replacing them.
We have a major problem with
pollution, and planting more
trees is definitely part of the
soliition."
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365-7036
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. WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
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Friday
April 20, 1990
12:00-3:00pm

•

Schedule of Inau2ural Eyents
Gennady Gerasimov
Speech/Reception

Saturday
College of Business
April 21, 1990 Administration Business
Policy Case Comptetion
8:OOam
CEBAII
Wednesday
Breakfast Brevard
April 25, 1990
Campus
8:00am
Daytona Beach
12:00 noon
Campus Lu~cheon
5:30pm

Booster's BBQ
UCF vs. U ofF
Baseball Game

Thursday
April 26, 1990
2:30pm

Founder's Day Reception
University Dining Room

4:30pm

Frjday
April 27, 1990
10:30am
12:30pm

Founder's Day
Convocation
Education/Gymnasium

Inaugural Ceremony
in the Gymnasium
Campus Showcase/College
Openhouses

8:00pm

Inaugural Ball
Stouffers

8:00pm

UCF Jazz Lab Spring Concert
Louie Bellson, Guest Artist

p.Ct\ON
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PROGRAM
FROM PAGE 1

tion to submit. She has since
submitted a petition signed by
nine undergraduate speech
pathology students who are
interested in getting graduate
audiology degrees at UCF.
Ellis said nine students
would not be enough to support three faculty members,
much less two.
.
Hackett disagreed with Ellis. She said her petition had
20 signatures on it, rather
than nine.

She also said the audiology
program's accreditation runs
through 1993, and could only
be lost .if UCF closes the program down.
She said she told both Ellis
and UCF President Steven
Altman that Florida has a high
percentage of the elderly, a
majority of whom have some
hearing loss.
She also said the ·only other
audiology programs in-state
are at Florida State University
and the University of Florida.
She said there are none in
South Florida, where a majority of the state's retirees live.

ONLY_
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SunGear.
ORLANDO FASHION SQUARE

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

APRIL 23RD .. MAY 5TH

·B OOK
BUY-BACK
S t:r-etch Your Dollar...
Will Be Open On Graduation Day
STORE HOURS
April
April
April
April
April

23
24
25
26
27

-

8:30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
April 30 - 8:30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
8:30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
May 1 - 8:30 A.M. - 7:00 P.M.
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
May 2 - 8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
May 3 - 8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M . .
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
May 4 - 8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
May 5 - Graduation Day - 7:30 A.M. - 4:30 P .M.

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
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UCF 1st Annual Art Festival
April 21; 1990
11 :00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m.
At the University Shoppes Plazq
Across From UCF

A CAB Student Gov't Activity

Playalinda Surf Shop says come out and support UCF students and
alumni at the First Annual UCF Art Festival and take advantage of
spectacular savings at Playalinda Surf Shop, like *T-shirts buy 1 get 1
half off, selected ladies swim wear up to half off or more. And our super $9.99 sale with hundreds of items only $9.99 or less! Or take advantage of sales on selected Airwalk Shoes. Or even pick up on one
of our selected Skate Decks for only $29.99- many to choose from.
So come out and support UCF Art and get a great
bargain at the same time.

/

*Buy 1 at regular price-get 1 of equal or lesser value half off.
)

LIGHT. CHAMPIONSHIPS
Regular ticket price $8.00*
*Student l.D. Special*
Friday- Free w/l.D.
Saturday/Sunday- 1/2 price w/l.D.
Tickets also available at the gate.

Gates

April 20-22
Barnett Park
(next to the Central Florida Fairgrounds)

COME OUT & SUPPORT UCF STUDENT
· KRISTI OVERTON
COMPETE FOR THE $100,000 PURSE.

(ONW.50)

Opt::11;

Friday
9 a.m.
Saturday 11 a.m.
Sunday 12 noon
(No coolers, bottles or piailck baskets allowed.)

TICKETS .NOW AVAILABLE ·
AT THE KIOSK.

9
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Schmidt's sit-in is
a blatant viol.a tion
of SG statutes
Fred Schmidt, sworn into office on April 16,
1989, for a one-year term, has decided he wants
to be student body president for a while longer
- until May 4, to be exact.
Despite the fact that student body Presidentelect Jeff Laing, Schmidt's chief of staff, is going
along with it, Schmidt's presidential sit-in violates the student government constitution and
should not be allowed.
Although the constitution contains many
ambiguities, it is clear in this case. It says the
president and vice president "shall serve a oneyear term of office following each election."
Schmidt and Laing say that they interpret
this to mean one academic year, and so Schmidt
can remain in office until May 4, the end of the
spring semester (and the date of the SG banquet, so Laing can take office with appropriate
pomp and circumstance).
Thank God they didn't interpret it to mean a
year on Pluto. We'd never get rid of him.
Seriously, you can't change the rules of your
club, uh, government, and make it all legitimate
by calling it a "reinterpretation."
Besides, if Schmidt buys this interpretation,
why did he take office before the end of the
spring semester last year? He obviously didn't,
and the students shouldn't buy it, either.
If Laing doesn't want to take office until the
end of the semester, that is fine, although we
don't understand why. But it does not mean that
Schmidt's term should magically extend to fill
up the remaining time, and it does not mean
that his successor will have to wait until May 4,
1991, to take office. Laing's term of office will
run from April 16 whether he takes advantage
of it or not.
There is some talk of the student senate
stepping in and amending the constitution to
smooth out the situation. Thi~ may work to
prevent future problems, but not right now.
Schmidt is no longer president as of Monday. If
the senate tries to change the rules to keep him
in, they will be perverting the election process.
The president has to be put into office by a
majority vote of the student body, not an arbitrary decision of the student senate.
Despite Laing's protests to the contrary, this
is a blatant violation of the student government
constitution. His willingness to take part in this
should make students nervous about other
"interpretations" he will make as president.
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Wake up, consider Stevens as dean
This commentary is written to increase awareness
of the university community of a possible wrong
doing. Since this university publicly emphasizes a
drive to strive for excellence, I would like to make an
appeal to Dr. Richard Astro, university provost, to
seriously consider Dr. George Stevens as Dean of the
College of Business Administration. The reasons are
numerous, but I will spare you the detai1s and only
name a few thing you should know about Dr. Stevens:
1. He has an extensive researching background.
2. He also has extensive support and connections
from the Orlando community.
3. He has the students concerns as a priority and
is committed to excellence.
4. Two vice presidents of UCF have said, he is the
greatest mind at this university and it would be our
loss if he is not selected.
5. He has the vigor, positive attitude and open door
policy that we, the students, need from a dean.
Some facts about the dean search I think my fellow
students should know:
1. No students were on the committee.
2. No blacks were on the committee.
3. The committee was composed of mostly chairs of
the business department who feared the changes Dr.

•INEXCUSABLEERROR

Editor:
I would like to respond to the
article about the cancelled trail of
President Schmidt that was published in the April 10 issue of The
Future.
Senators, on March 8 a group of
concerned students left the Student Government meeting satisfied that impeachment proceedings would be handed accordingly.
Well, someone didn't do their job.
Or did they?
The Student G<>vernment continues to strike out with the student body on campus:
The failure to properly notify
President Schmidt of his impeachment hearing is inexcusable.
There seems to be a blatant negligence and rampant disregard in
the application of policy guidelines.
A group of students placed their
faith and hope in the system to "do
the right thing."
Needless to say, the system has
failed again because an acting
secretary forgot to notify President
Schmidt.
What amazes me is that she had
no business being in that position
as a student assistant.
Therefore, the Student Govern-

Stevens would probably implement.
4. The committee members even complained that
Dr. Stevens received too many unsolicited letters
from the business community supporting him.
5. Some letters of support from students were even
thrown out by the committee.
These are just a few of the facts that prove something is definitely wrong with the dean search, especially since recently one of the two finalists was fired
from their previous job.
I submit to all students to wake up, stand together
and support fairness. I forgot to mention that Dr.
Stevens is black.
A petition supporting Dr. Stevens is available at
the CEBA II reception desk for the remainder of the
semester.

(

Richard Sherrod is a senior majoring in business.

ment failed to do anything except
glorify their misuse of office and
give us lip service.
Next time a subject of such
importance will be pursued more
forcefully and doggedly by those
concerned students.

Steue K Greene
political science
• ALTMAN HAD THE RIGHT

Editor:
We would like to take this opportunity to express our support of
Dr. Steven Altman's acceptance of
the contribution from the U niversi ty Club.
Even though we do not agree
with the University Club's practices, we are grateful for their
generous contribution was received with · no constraints or
stipulations attached to its distribution, we feel that the recipient of
the funds should be the primary
decision maker of accepting or rejecting funds.

students in EDG 4324. 06
teaching in schools
• CERTIFIED RACISM

Editor:
It is preposterous to presume

that every organization on campus which does not contain a certain race or religious affiliation is
certifiably discriminatory. This
very notion is ridiculous and obviously requires further examirlfltion for, unless explicitly stated, it
simply lacks truth (denying the
antecedent, a fallacy of logic).
Furthermore, the definition of
racism obviously requires a
healthy dose of objectivity. I see
that affirmative action (legal racism) has yet to be challenged and
is alive and well.

David Bolender
radio-television
• I HAVE AN IDEA

Editor:
I have a perfect solution to Dr.
Altman's dilemma regarding the
acceptance of the Unievsrsity
Club's money.
Just set the money aside exclusively for a scholarship for women
and minorities, who are the very
ones the University Club excludes.
High achievers are not the ones
excluded.

Daya Devi-Doolin
staffI biological sciences

•

•
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The exciting conclusion of ALTMAN, Flemmo, Campus Lite and
the world as we know it.

DR. DEMINUS
EVERY SEMESTER ff'S
THE SAME QUESTIOW.

by Charles Rudd
DO I MAKE THE
FINAL CUMULATIVE
OR JUST COVER .
TH£ MAllRIAL
SINCE 7NE LAST
TEST?

TUE QUESTION
15 REALLY
HOW BADLY
DO I WANT
TO SEE

THE Sf
PEOl'LE

AGAIN NEXT
YEAR~

Being Mr. Fix-it means always saying, 'It ain't broke'
•

'
Most guys believe that they're supposed to know
how to fix things. This is a responsibility that guys
have historically taken upon themselves to compensate for the fact that they never clean the bathroom.
A guy can walk into a walk into a bathroom containing a colony of commode fungus so advanced it is
registered to vote, but the guy would never dream of
cleaning it, because he has to keep himself rested in
case a Mechanical Emergency breaks out.
For example, let's say that one day his wife informs
him that the commode has started making a loud
groaning noise, 1ike it's about to have a baby commode. This is when the guy swings into action. He
strides in, removes the tank cover, peers down into
the area that contains the mystery commode parts,
and then, drawing on tens of thousands of years of
guy mechanical understanding, announces that
THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH THE COMMODE.
At 1east that's how I handle these things. I never
ace&.ally fix anything. I blame this on tonsillitis. I had
tonsi1litis in the ninth grade, and I missed some
school, and apparently on one of the days I missed,
they herded the guys into the auditorium and explained to them about things like carburetors, va1ves,
splines, gaskets, ratchets, grommets, "dado joints,"
etc. Because some guys actually seem to understand
this stuff. One time in college my roommate, Rob,
went into his room all alone with a Volvo transmission, opened his toolbox, disassembled the transmission to the point where he appeared to be working on
individual transmission molecules, then put it al1
back together and it WORKED. Whereas I would still
be fumbling with the latch on the toolbox.
So I'm intimidated by mechanical guys. When we
got out boat trailer, the salesman told me, one guy to
another, that I should "repack" the "bearings" every
so many miles. So I nodded my head knowingly, as if
to suggest that, sure, I generally rep,ack a couple
dozen bearings every morning before breakfast just
to keep my testosterone levels from raging completely out of control. The truth is that fve never been
100 percent sure what a bearing is.
The main technique I use for disguising my mechanical tonsillitis is to deny that there's ever anything wrong with anything. We'll be driving somewhere, and .my wife, Beth, who does not feel that
mechanical problems represent a threat to her manhood, will say, "Do you hear that grinding sound in
the engine?" I'll cock my head for a second and make
a sincere-looking frowny fa~e, then say no, I don't
hear any grinding sound. I'll say this even ifl have to

'

shout so Beth can hear me over the grinding sound;
even if a hole has appeared in the hood and a large,
important-looking engine part is sticking out and
waving a sign that says "HELP."
Or, at home, Beth will say, "I think there's something wrong with the hall light switch." So I'll stride
manfully into the hall, where volleyball-sized sparks
are caroming off the bodies of recently electrocuted
houseguests, and I'll say, "It seems to be working
fine ."
Actually, I think this goes beyond mechanics. I
think guys have a natural tendency to act as though
they're in control of the situation even when they're
not. I bet that, seconds before the Titanic slipped

.
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beneath the waves, there was some guy still in his
cabin, patiently explaining to his wife that it was
PERFECTLY NORMAL for all the furniture to be
sliding up the walls.
And I bet there was a gut on the Hindenburg
telling HIS wife that, oh, sure, you're going lo get a
certain amount of flames, in a dirigible. Our federal
leadership is basically a group of guys teUingus, hey,
NO PROBLEM with this budget deficit thing, because what's happening is the fixed-based long-term
sliding-scale differential appropriation forecast has
this projected revenue growth equalization sprocket,
see, which is connected via this Grarpm-Rudman
grommet oscillation module to ...

11111111•
Delta Sigma Pl

The Birthday Banquet has been moved to May
24 at 7:00pm. This event will be semift>rmaV
formal. Special thanks to ALL officers for a
great semester! Spring dasses end on 4127.
Lambda Chi Alpha

SPRING BLOWOUT Sat night at the Filling
Station. Brothers be there at 5:15. Roast &
awards start at 8pm, followed by a live barid at
9pm. Getready for a time of fun. food, &spirits.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
BANQUET Is tomorrow so get ready for a
night you11 never forget (or for some people, a
night you'll never remember). Don't drink &
drive, you might hit a bump and spill your drink I
Seriously though, know your limits. There will
be a week of activities commemorating •Andrew Helm" week. Rumor has it that Dave U.
has been hawking lately. ls it true? ~E.

FSLATE
FSLATE will hold their First Annual Social on
Friday, April 20 from 2-4:30 at Lake Claire.
Hot dogs and soda will be provided-Bring a
dish to share. Be ready for food, fun, and
volleyball. Members are weloome ID bring
guests. Participation certificates will be
awarded at this time. See you therel

~tillillllil1
2 rooms avail, near univ. mature partier welcome. $220/3rd util & water avail. May 1st
292-5789 leave msg.

Sofa, Loveseat & swivel rocker $800 080.
Dining Room Set-Table, 6 chalrs, China hutch
& serving cart. $800 080 578-8746.
Macintosh plus, SOOK external drive,
lmagewriter II, Apple modem, and software
$1,600. Call Jamie or Pam at 862-2441.
Videocorder Sony AV 3650 & monitor
Ektasound 240 movie outfit & Ektasound 235
projector. Best offer 843-8582 367 N. Orange
Av. Orlando
DEER RUN. Large 4 bedroom home, 2 1/2
bath, family room, dining room, with spa on 11
3 aae landscaped lot. Walk to golf course. Like
new. 699-1114; 281-5064.
A computer table and a queen size bed for
sale. Call Naomi 381-2808.

Reggae Bash with Tri-Delt this Fri. Make sure
to dress in your best reggae attirel Little Sister
Sweetheart-Big Brother Appreciation Luau
this Sarurday at lake Claire. Make sure to get
your $5 to Steve ASAP. If you don't pay, you
don't gol A reminder to all-meetings have
been changed ID Sunday 6pm in CBA II 216.
Alpha Phi Omega

Good luck at final pledge review! Party at
Rich's Sat Car wash Sun. 10-2 at Shell gas at
Dean & 50. Duck Projea Tues. 6:30. Call Joel
10< details. Pay Mike L. for banquet.

Male students needed as summer camp
counselors at boy's camp in Maine. First rate
program & facility. For info & application call
Ken Renner X-2050 or stop by ED 153.

ATIENTION-HIRING IGovernment jobs-your
area. $17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext. R 5780.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF cam1>4s.
All student documents. Same day service
avaliable. IBM'AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

"FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS I AIRLINES NOW
HIRINGIALL POSITIONSl$17,500-$58,240.
Call(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. X-5780."

85' Dodge Omni, Auto, Cold air, low miles 1st
owner 2,750 080 Call 380-2573

1 bdrm, furn, studio, all utilities
Dean and so $400/mo after 5 275-7857

1986 Nissan Pulsar NX, 5 spd, AM-FM ca&sette, car cover & bra induded. Taking best
offer. 275-4141 or 578-8746. Ask for Matthew.

Part time housekeeper. 6hrs/wk near UCF. $7
an hour. Neatness counts! 677-7508 mornings.

2bed/2ba-newly renovated-coin laundry in
Bldg. UCF area-walk to campus! Only $450/
mo + deposit - Call 380-5096.

1990 Honda Civic EX 4 door sedan, 5 speed,
loaded $11,700. 578-8746

looking to interview a resident staff at Collegiate Village Inn for Fall 1990- For application
contact CVI at 11850 University Blvd.
Orlando, Fla 32817.

Roommate 2 bedroom duplex UCF area. half
rent and ulil. Non-smoker serious student.
Available May 1 phone (leave message) 2820852.
3bdrrTV2bath Hm Winter Par1</Howell Br.
area. Wash/Ory, Microwv, 2Bdrms for Rent
ea$250+113 util. ERIC 678-5719 834-3541

1987 Red Ford Mustang 4cyl, loaded great
cond., very dependable, standard transmission, $6,200 Call 671-3092.
87 Fiero Sport Coupe, Perfect cond., one
owner, Blue, 49000 miles, Enkei Rims, Auto.,
Sunroof, want $4,700. Cali 260-6740 or 830-

Fellowship of Christian Athletes
FROLIC!CRAZYIAWESO~IThesearejust

a few of the ways to describe FCA. Come
check it out each Thursday at 8:15pm in the
Wayne Densch Sports Center Building 2. Be
There!
Franch Club

"Une Nutt A Paris" -Presented by the French
Club. April 20 at 8pm in the Rehearsal Hall. A
night of fine french entertainment. Admission
$1 at the door.
J.wish Student Union
Get involved II Panies & Brunches.
All in all togetherness.
Meetings April 12 & 26th SC 214
7pm
Call Prez-366-3570.

SUper-single waterbed with 6 drawer storage
pedestal $125. Call 366-0229, if no answer
leave message.

National marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage Of'l-campus promotxms fOI' top

companies ttus school year. Flexible hours
With earning potential to $2500 per semester.

Must be <><gamzed, hardworking, and moneymobvated. Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 5922121.

Earn 20% on everyth ng you sell!
Macintosh Plus, 20 Mega-byte hard drive, 2
external floppies $5000 worth of the latest
software, imagewnter printer All for 2600.00
Call Mike at 281-5290 work or 275-0174
Home.
Surf board and bicycle for sale
Clark foam rainbow surfboard brand new
retail $375 ask $275
Bike: Batawus 12 speed racer only $200 Call
Robert 380-2507 leave msg
One way airline ticket to Cleve. OH. May 13.
$75.Call657-4818.

KCO Inc WP & DP $1.2512.50 678-6735
Complete typing/WP sefVices fast AES, 2431
Aloma#211 671-4414.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
For any typing call Tom 831-8025

••<f•

SPANISH TUTORING CALL 275-4157 BETWEEN 12 TO 1; 3 TO 4 AFTER 9PM ALSO
WEEKENDS.

Flexible hours on campus. If you're hungry for
money. We Need You I CaJI Th6 Central Rorida FuturB and ask for Cindy or Donna 2752601
Me? Shin• Shoes?
Women Preferred

Earn up to$100 +per shift. Professional training provided. Tuxedo uniforms Days1N1ght.s .
Full/Part time. Church Street Stat>on and other
exclusive locatJons. ShoeShine Company of
America since 1978 call Larry or Sonja 6711482.

Research papers, 18,278 available! Catalog
$2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho, #206XT Los
Angeles 90025. Toll free (800) 351-0222, ext
33 Visa/Mastercard<>< COD

KATHY-It ain't, butwe know what isl LISA-Hey
womanl Good tanl KEVIN-Nostril, right
Wayne-Spunk. HARREL-Thanks for making
hie nicel DAN-would you like some pie?
LEEANN-Good throwl Now for archy, archyl
STEVE H-Give us an E, an N, that engineer!
Remember Rollins cyclersl JEFF-you wild
waltz manl What about my feet? scan &
JULIE-CONGRATULATIONS! JOCELYN!
What secret, Todd? STEVE R-Do the worm I
Good Luck MAUREEN I DAVEY-Kathy hasn't
introduced us yet-this weekl WILLIAM-Move
over Fred AstaJrel JULIE-Newspaper outfits
forever! CHRIS-Amazingest athlete ! DEANWAY to run the basest JR-Great pitching!
DAVE-Kat & I want to go muddin'I SAM-on a
steekl RANDY-RANDY! BILL-Mr. Music!
Thanks BCM for fun and great friends-JEN.

JMJ Life Center, 603 Virginia Dr.

Barbi,

FrM Pregnancy tests and referrals.

898-5751
5615MWF

I entered the picture I drew of you in the UCF
ArtFalrthisSAT.attheUC6Plaza The fig leaf
really accents your eyes!
love ya, Brett

Hypnosis Helps. Improve memory, end test
anxtety, increase confidence & study skills.
low student rates. Bill Hansen. Licensed
hypnobst. 679-1011.

This semester with Sigma Phi Epsilon has
given us true direction f0< mature and responsible brotherhood in the Florida Mu Chapter.
Spring 90.

Drew,

MINI CLASSIFIED FORM
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds

Cost per issue:
Number of issues:
TOTAL COST:

$ _ __

Insertion Dates:
l

0 SERVICES
0 TUTORS
0 TYPISTS
D OTHER
D
LOST
&
FOUND
D LONELY•'s
D ROOMATES
0 CARPOOL
D PERSONALS
D FOR RENT
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. One letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.

D GREEK CORNER
D CLUB INFO

* Professional * Accurate

WORDMASTERS 277-9600

6440

Driver wanted to share driving my car to New
York around May 5. References exchanged,
expenses paid . Please call 644-2229.
•ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair) . Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext
GH 5780"

Fast

RUNNER Part-time needed for Law Firm in
Ori. Must have own transp. and good driving
record. Exe. opportunity. Call Jill: 855-3333.

A sociaUpeer suppon group f0< gay/lesbian
students meets weekly. For more information
contact Lance 380-2835.
Environmental Society
Meetings are held every Tuesday at 5:00 pm
in the Student Center room 214. All are welcome to attend.

-

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.

CAREER ORIENTED???
Summer Business Program for All
Majors. $425 week avg. 3 hrs. credit
Professional Placement upon Grad.
CALL 281-0856. leave Name Phone#.

Large 212 w/prlvate balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-in special. 282-5657

For The First Time Ever.....
A product for independent distributors that
doesn't require a sales pitch Ill Call today: Ron
Bedell 407-240-6006.

Money Motivated? Earn$$$ for next term Full
or Part time, flexible hours, on campus or off.
Serious money for business-minded person.
Call Lauren 682-9629.

Child care in my home for 2children 4 days per
week, beginning 612/90. References. Call
eves., 291-6540.
1 or 2 Bdrm Apt, walk $285. 851 -7235.

Tau Kappa Epsllon

The Central Florida Future needs an Ad production Asst. (Macintosh experience preferred), News writers &Editors. Pald positions
available.Call X2865 for more information.

D FOR SALE
D AUTOS
D HELP WANTED
D WANTED

*Any text going over the allocated five lines will not be printed.
If you want more th8:n five lines in one ad, then use two or more forms.

llltt•111111
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The ability to
read is a
precious gift.
And the gift is one
you can give.
Volunteer.
Literacy Volunteers of America

FOOTBALL
FROM PAGE 16

which went 9-4 and advanced to the
semifinals of the NCAA Division II
playoffs, will participate in the game.
Among those scheduled to play are
linebackers Wyatt Bogan and Ke~nan
Wimbley, and defensive linemen Brian
Makar, Steve Spears and Sylvester

13

The "veteran" of the alumni team is
Bembrey.
Aaron Sam, a running back who expected to be 1979 graduate Michael
completed his eligibility in 1986 will O'Shaughnessy, who played for the
play, along with several members of first UCF team that season.
the 1981 team.
Tickets for the game are $2.
In addition to Gooch, center Dan
The Knights begin.their first season
Burke, linebacker Bill Giovanetti, re- of play in NCAA Division I-AA this fall.
ceiver Jim Taylor, tailback John The alumni game concludes Spring
Muldoon and defensive back John training for the team.
Scargle will suit up for the alumni
The regular season begins at home
Sept. 1 against Div. II Troy State.
team.

NOW OPEN!

,----------------------------..... ~
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9,.__,.....,..--DINE BY DAY &
DANCE INTO THE NIGHT WITH
MUSIC FROM THE 60'S,70'S,80'S & 90'5

------r------T----OPEN l lAM - CLOSE

1FREE D~~FT
C1 per visit)

suv 24
I
I CHICKEN WINGS
I GET 12 FREE! I

$1 OFF
ALL FOOD
ITEMS

I

yo

1511\NI..EY H. KAPIAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Omx:es

o c. A.At'r 6 Er

rT

"Ff

lbtally natural SMARTFOOo<'> A ir-popped popcorn smothered

Y"vlL

tv11N

O

1n whrte cheddar cheese.

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32792
678-8400

Saturday,
April 21
from
11 to 5 p.m.
Drawing for
valuable coupons
every half hour!

At the University Shoppes
(UC 6 Plaza)

I
Various works of art will
corner of Alafaya Trail and University Blvd.

be available for purchase.

~CAB::::
BOARD
r.AMPUS ACTIVRIES
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BEFORE YOU CAN FOLLOW
ll OUR DREAMS..z. YOU'VE GOT
TO FOLLOW THE RULES.
Men who don't register with Selective Service aren't eligible for federal student aid or federal employment. Register at the post office within a month of
your 18th birthday. It takes five minutes to fill out a simple card.
Register with Selective Service. It's Quick. It's Easy. And It's the Law.

A different kind
of eating and drinking establishment
on the beautiful Lake Jessup
at
Black Hammock Marina and Fish Camp
Ten minutes north of UCF
at the curve on S. A. 434
just north of downtown Oviedo.

HAPPY HOUR Tuesday-Sunday,
4:30-6:30 pm.
with draft beer only 50¢1
Open: Tuesday-Thursday, 4:30-11 :00 pm.
Friday-Saturday. 11 :30 am-2:00 pm.
Sunday, 11 :30am-11 :OOpm.
Closed Mondays.

Yo. u

'-AA/r G Er 11

~Ff

Ycvtr.

M/NO

K:>tally natural SMARTFOOCfJ A 1r·popped popcorn smothered in white cheddar cheese.

· BRING THIS AD F:OR ONE FREE
DRAFT BEER!
Limit one coupon per person.

Student Government ·Association and
the Office of Academic Affairs present:

President Gorbachev's Press Secretary

Gennad_y Gerasitnov .
-~~
Friday April 20, 1990 ·
12:00 p.m. ·
in the Student Center Auditorium (SCA)

..

..
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DRINKING &
DRIVING CAUSES

. DRINKING &
DRIVING CAUSES

DOUBLE VISION.

DOUBLE VISION.

GOLF
FROM PAGE 16

''!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!UJ
~

day to day situation," Wilson
said.
With the regional tournament coming in June, Wilson
doesn't plan to make any
changes.

·

"Weweare
going
to right
keep ~ow,"
doing
what
are
doing
Wilson said. "When you are
playing well, you don't start
changing things."
Going into their last tournament of the season, Wilson

said he plans to keep a strategy
in the players' mind.
"The game of golf is 85 percent mental," Wilson said.
"Your success in golf is directly
related to one's ability to play
the game from ear to ear as
well as tee to green."
The team's next tournament will be the Hitchcock
Invitational to be held April
26-29 in Auburn, Ala.
After the Hitchcock Invitational, the team will have
about one month before the
NCAA Regionals begin in
Savannah, Ga.
- ---

GO KNIGHTS!!!

IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN US LATELY
·YOU HAVEN'T SEEN US AT QUA BEST!

,e

NEW MANAGEMENT
,

UCF HUMP DAY SPECIAL
Every Wednesday and Thursday
-ALL DAY75¢ washes w/vallid LO.

Drop Off Your Laundry - Wash Dry & Fold
Clean Atmosphere, Color TV, Video Games
Food, Snacks , and Morel
Attendant Always On Duty
Hours: 7:00 AM - 9 :00 PM 7 Days

y0

(/

c.. A A/r G e

T IT

()Ff
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VIZ.

M /~( ()

lbtally natural S1111ARTFOOCP. Air-popped popcorn smothered in white cheddar cheese
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Oviedo

CorMmlentty located In

Alar.ya Square
•3 Alafaya Woods Blvd.

366-2041

Al.AFAYA Ill.YD.

You can

I

to an

Orlando Premiere
SHOWING
Saturday, April 21
at MIDNIGHT
You could win a pair of tickets to a special
advance showing of "The Guardian," courtesy of The Central Florida Future.
Just stop by the Future news office (located
next to the health center on carnp~s) today
or tomorrow for your free tickets.
Hurry. Tickets are limited and will be
awarded on a first-come, .first-served basi~.

t

.

. ·_
, . .
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Golfers win 5th straight .tournam~nt
by Troy White
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF men's golf team won their fifth consecutive major tournament April 12-15 at the Music City
Intercollegiate Invitational held in Nashville, Tenn.
With this victory, UCF becomes the nation's sixth
ranked men's team in Division I golf. This season,
UCF has defeated 85 teams in their last five tournaments.
Though there was rain on the first day, the team
let its true colors shine through. With a team total of
856, eight under course par, UCF lead the rest of the
teams in the tournament. The second place team was
eight strokes behind UCF.

Over the course of the three day competition, UCF
was able to stay under par: one under in the first
round, two under in the second round, and five under
in the third.
Out of 96 individual competitors, UCFs players
were all in the top 34: -scores. Four of UCF's players
were in the top 20.
Cliff Kresge was the top individual player for the
tournament with an overall score of 210, six under
par. Kresge's score was three better than the closest
competitor's.
Though ranked fifth, Kevin Altenholf s score was
only three behind Kresge's at 213. Five people fin. ished with 213 in the tournament.
"The tournament went well," Coach Dale Wilson

said. "We are winning because we are shooting under
par. I am very proud of these young men."
Though there are many factors that contribute
a good golf game, Wilson has his own philosophy on
the key to a good score.
"We play a tournament hole by hole, shot by shot ,"
Wilson said. "We try to play to the best of our ability
and we try to accept the fact we will make mistakes.
We play aggressively, consistently, and try to have
fun."
Predicting performance based on past games is not
,
always certain according to Wilson.
"[The future] is impossible to tell in golf. Golf is a
see GOLF page 15

Alums to play,
football team
at stadium
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF varsity football team will
play the alumni squad Saturday in the
Florida Citrus Bowl at 3:30 p.rn.
Several Knight lettermen are scheduled to return for the game, said UCF
running backs Coach Alan Gooch.
A number of coaches and assistants
on the Knight squad who are alumni
will play.
Gooch was a letterman as a defensive back on the 1981 Knight football
team.
Robert Ector, a former running back
who is serving as interim wide receiver
coach, will play.
Jon Jordan will play running back
with Ector.
Jordan played running back with
the Knights last year and is currently a
student assistant with the football
team.
Several members of the 1987 team,
see FOOTBALL page 13

Met.et Laughlin/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Players watch from the sideline as Eric Buckley (11) and Walter Gibson (13) defend against a pass in the team's scrimmage
Saturday morning at the UCF practice field. The team ends Spring practice with the alumni game Saturday.

Point guard
signs with
UCF Monday

UCF crew team takes
3rd in Governor's Cup.
;place JU by 10 seconds.
The results were the same
in the women's varsity eight,
The UCF crew team placed with UCF placing first, FI~
third at the Governors Cup second and JU took third.
Regatta held Saturday in Mel"It was a good show for the
bourne.
entire program," said · crew
Florida Institute of Tech- Coach Dennis Kamrad.
~
nology won the cup with 78
"The team showed great
total points, Jacksonville Uni- boat speed," he said.
versity took second with 68
UCF took third place in th~
points while UCF scored 55 to men's novice four, behind FIT
win third.
and FIU.
Stetson University, UniverUCF was third in the open
sity of Florida, Florida Inter- men's novice four behind th
national University, and Fur- Palm Beach Rowing Associaman rounded out the field of tion and Jacksonville.
compete tors.
"The team gave a strong efThe University of Tampa fort," Karnrad said. "It was a
was scheduled to compete but very good race for the men."
was a no-show.
The team will now look
UCF competed in twelve ahead to this weekend's stat
event$, finishing with five tournament held in Tampa.
firsts, two seconds and three
Nine Florida schools and
thirds.
guest Tulane will participat~ .
The men's team placed sec- in the tournament.
ond in the novice eight and
Kamrad said he expects the
first in the junior varsity eight teams to have the sa~e degree
class.
•
of success in Tampa.
The women's team won the
"We expect a good showing
lightweight four, finishing in all the events," Kamrad
ahead of Jacksonville and said.
Florida International.
"We look to finish in the
The women's varsity four state's top three."
finished more than seven secFollowing the state tournaonds ahead of second-place ment, UCF will move on to th
FIT and outdistanced third- southern championships.
by Jeremy Lavole

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF men~s basketball
Coach Joe Dean announced
Monday the signing of Sinua
PhilHps to a letter-of-intent.
Phillips, a 5-foot-10 point
guard from Pompano Beach,
averaged 26 points and six
assists per .game for Coral
Springs High School in Fort
Lauderdale.
PhilJips earned All-Broward County honors during his
junior and senior seasons and
was twice named team MVP.
Phillips becomes the fifth
player to sign with the KnigJits
during the Spring signing period, in addition to one signee
last Fall.
"I'm pleased with the signing ofSinua," Dean said. "He is
a fine young man and an excellent athlete. He should fit in
well in our program.'
The UCFbasketball signees
to date are Darryl Davis, a 6foot-3 guard from Tavares,
Horner Gray, a 6-foot-3 guard
from Orlando; Denny Hinson,
a 6 foot-4 forward from Deland
and Greg Roberson, a 6-foot-7
forward from Decatur, Ala.

Mike Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ON THE BALL
UCF tennis player Dave Mercado backhands the ball in the
team's match against Washington and Lee Tuesday afternoon.

\

•

t
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The business of ·flash for cash brings
g o od money and difficult t imes

If

thing mattered: her drug addiction.
At age 15. Jones started smoking marijuana.
She graduated to cocaine in the years that followed.
Back when she was managing a pizzeria, Jones
was introduced to stripping by her cousin. She noticed her fancy clothes and lavish jewelry and
decided to give it a try. Jones' nine years of
cheerleading expertence helped her adapt on
stage, but little did Jones lmow what she had
Wisper Jones. a 3-year veteran stripper who gotten herself into.
Her job snowballed her casual usage of drugs
works at the Mons Venus night club in Tampa. has
gone through more than the average 20-year-old into an addiction. It all started when she walked
woman. Though not her real name, Wisper had to in on someone snorting cocaine.
!he bar scene was a big reason why I got J.nto
be taken as strippers are required to use false first
coke ... Jones said. 'They"ll offer it to you so you·11
names.
The business of flash for cash often leads to lost shut up and not say anything. Do it once and
you're hooked. There's no way around it. It's like
years and many tears.
"I don't remember what it was like to be a regular that commercial on 1V. The more money I made.
teenager," Jones said. ..I lost a big part of my the more I had to support my habit. And I made a
lot of money."
childhood."
Jones' cocaine habit stole 25 pounds of body
Long-winded phone conversations with boys
and determining what she'd wear for dates were weight, nearly a fourth of what she weighed.
To straighten herself out. she put herself
foreign concepts to her. In fact. Jones has lo be
thinking about what she's planning on not wear- through her own rehabilitation program lhat included laking Ume off work to give her body a rest.
ing.
Her 20-inch waist may be small, but under her Although she's been clean of cocaine for a few
belt is the experience of dancing in five nightclubs. months, Jones feels fantastic regardless of the fact
Jones prefers working the 8 p.m. to 4 a.m. shift she smokes an occasional joint.
instead of 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. because the customers
are more rowdy at night, which feeds her wallet
Jones knows she's paid a heavy price because
and her showboating persona.
of her job. Not only was it a major contributor to
Surprisingly, Jones keeps her 32-20-24 invest- her drug problem, it got her a one-night stay in ail
ment trim even though she eats three meals a day for possession of marijuana during a police raid It
and doesn't exercise. However. she said she real- also led to stress that caused an ulcer. Strtpping
izes that a fitness program is in her future because even led to encounters with violent boyfriendsshe's getting older. But for now "fighting off the including one who broke her ribs.
Resent and hatred still burns inside her toward
animals is exercise enough," she said.
Jones ts a stripper who follows a strict regimen. that man. "I'd like to hire someone to permanently
She allows two hours to digest her last meal before injure him but it costs too much, and he's not
going on stage. and stretches out her leg muscles worth the m oney." she confessed.
The Mons Venus, which features t otal n u dity, is
as if she was going to run a marathon. This
stripper prefers milk to soda and avoids coff~ e n otorious for its drug dealings and visits by pimps
because of the caffeine. During work hours, or- and prostitu tes. according to a Mons Venus
employee. It's located on Dale Mabry. Tampa's verange juice is what she needs for a quick fix.
She works when she wants to. sometimes two sion of Orange Blossom Trail. Violence peaked at
days. other times four d~ys a week. Clearing the club in 1989 when a tourist was shot in the
$1500 to $2000 a week in tips just by working four parking lot. according to Tampa Police Lt. Reece.
times a week ts run-of-the-mill. And with a little a senior member of the unit that patrols Dale
luck from above, Jones' wish of retiring by the age Mabry.
Beingjust over five feet tall has taught Jones to
of 30 may come true. By then she wants to own a
stand up for herself inside her turbulent
house or two and a few cars.
workplace.
"I don't push people. but then again, I don't let
The fruits of instant money are often tasted.
Jones· best take for a single night happened one them push me." Jones said.
After seeing her share of fights. it was.inevitable
Sunday. She eam~d $600.
Much of her success 1s due to the fact that she's that she'd end up in one sooner or later. One night
very limber. To tum the crowd Jnto screaming while dancing. a man grabbed her. Jones retalilunatics that shower her with dollar bills and wolf ated by kicking with a fury. When she looked up,
whistles, Jones grabs her ankles licks her legs there was blood covering the man's face: Jones
had broken his nose.
from ankle t o thigh.
The fact that violence surrounds the Mon s
But there was a t ime not long ago when things
Venus
doesn't effect its business. Even on familyweren't so good. A couple of years ago, Jones didn't
take good care of herself. That was when only one ortented holidays. which turns all types of cities

you want_to dance,
you have to pay the band. And
it's almost certain you'll end up
paying more than just money if
you become a stripper.

•

by Richard Eric Karman
into ghost towns. the Mons not only operates but
thrives. According to an employee. the parking lot
overflowed more than usual into the neighboring
Taco Bell·s lot last Thanksgiving night.
"Ifs not the worst crime area we have, but it
definitely has its share of happenings, .. said Reece.
There are other explanations why the Mons is
always packed.
..It's a combination of things, .. William Jackson
of Tampa, a Friday night regular, said. lhe world
is changing. Women are now closer to being considered equals. Inside the Mons, the man is in
control at all times. It's set up to let the man
dominate the woman. and it feels great."
But that's only part of the reason. "Men come to
these clubs because they have fantasies, and they
think they can find them here," Jones said. "Many
of them are lonely because they can't pick up
women at a normal bar. Others are unhappily
married."
"I look at it as offertng a social service." she
continued ... I make a lot of people smile and enable
their fantasies to come true. That's important to
me. Of course you have your close-minded people
who don't approve of what I do and think I'm easy,
but I really can't blame them. It's hard to be openminded."
Granted, working as a stripper has different
work surroundings than most, but office politics
still applies.
"It's just like a regular office job," Jones said.
'You mind your own business and show common
courtesy or else the girls will gang up on you and
that's big trouble. But that's not to say we don't
have our disagreements. We'll argue over missing
clothes, make-up- just like sisters do."
In the Mons, anything and everything goes.
Especially when it comes to patrons touching
strippers. For $10 a topless "lap dance" can be
bought to last through three songs. This a llows the
customer to touch a s tripper's sides . her outer
thigh s and h er bottom. Twenty dollars buys a
nude lap dance for the same amount of time. but
gives the customer temporary license to touch a
dancer any place he can without getting caught by
the manager.
As crazy as it seems. there are a set of rules to
be followed during lap dances. in spite of the fact
they're blatantly disregarded.
"A jerk will persist in touching you even if you
don't want to be touched," Jones explained. "Men
are like puppies. You have to give them a slap and
tell them they're bad ...
Sometimes a girl will let herself get touched in a
very private area ... Jones said. "If you let him touch
you. the more money you stand to make. The
tough part is that you have to act like you love it.
It makes them think they're more of a man if you
let them believe you ·re getting off...
When strippers aren't dancing on stage showing
off their goods, they ~till have t o be on their toes.
see STRIPPERS · page 4
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'Death' a lifeless dramedy

IJ;I!I ~er~a;n!p~~:r fue~~
8

Oscar winners never given a chance to show comic talent

student center auditorium at 6 p.m. •
The Last Detail will be shown in the
student activities center at 7 p.m. and 9
p.m. • Da, the award winning dark
comedy by Hugh Leonard, will be performed at the Edythe Bush Theatre at
the Civic Theatre Complex at 8 p.m.
tonight, Friday and Saturday, and at 2
p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $14. Call 8967365.

The Earth Night
I•-~~:*'••
..~w-.- Extravaganza will begin at

B p.m. in the student center auditorium

• Driving Miss Daisy will be shown in

the student
activities
center at 7
p.m. and 9
p.m.
•
UCF's student
directed, student produced Studio E will
present

· Joey (Kevin Kline)
tries to explain to
his loving wife,
Rosalie (Tracey
Ullman) why he
has to spend yet
another night out
instead of staying
home with the
family in the
comedy-flop from
Tri-Star Pictures
'I Love You to
Death.'

M e n I
Women

and

Root

by Richard Erle Karman

better niight show up on screen.
Joey Boca (Kevin Kline) owns a
successful pizzeria. His only vice is he
'M NOT SURPRISED in the least that
power-writer I director Lawjuggles more women than pizza pies
Roted: R
rence Kasdan's first film he
unlmownst to his devoted wife Rosalie
Starring: Kevin Kllne,
(Tracey Ullman). And as usual,
didn't write but still directed, I
Tracey Ullman
Love You to Death. stunk.
whether it's cheating on your wife or
Director: L. Kasdon
raiding the cookie jar. you're bound to
Kasdan. solely responsible for the
get caught.
scripts of Body Heat and Raiders of
the LostArk, also co-wrote The Empire
Trouble is, when Rosalie discovers
Key: *Awful **Poor ***Fo:r
Strikes Back, Return of the Jedi and
Joey is cheating on her, the film
****Good*****~c~e~
corrunits cinematic suicide because of
The Big ChilL Sad to say that even
Kasdan's directing savoir-faire
her outpouring of despair. The film
couldn'tj umpstart this lifeless dramedy (drama/ com- has now made us cxy before making us laugh.
edy).
And although it's not impossible for films of thiS
I Lave You to Death is Uke riding a ski lift and never nature to work, it is weighed down. forcing any viewer
reaching the top of the mountain. You keep waiting
see WVE TO DEATH page 3
only being rewarded with anticipation that somethmg

I Love You To Death

I

*

Blues album 'Janata' too average
MC 900 Foot Jesus needs more variety in his next attempt at music
The Charts
Week ending April 20. 1990.

Top Ten College

Albums
1. Deep
Peter Murphy
2. Flood
They Might Be Giants
3. Blue Sky Morning
Midnight 011
4. I Do Not Want What I
Haven't Got
Sineod O'Conner
5. Good Afternoon Fix
The Church
6. Carved In Sand
Mission UK

7. Hats
Blue Niie

8. Here Comes The
Groom
John Wesley Harding
9.Chance
The Rave-ups
10. Soundclash
Renegade Soundwave
C1990 BillboOld magazine

• Janat.a

Artist: J anata
Producer: R Eli Ball
Label: Polygram
REALLY WANIED To like
Janata, but every time I
listened to this blues
band from.Alabama, everything I heard· was bland..
mediocre and average.
From the lead guitar
(Mike Lustig) to the drums
(Dan Leaky) to the bass (Pat
Walsh) to the lead vocals
(Chris Janata), it was all
average.
The lyrics aren't a problem. Chris Janata does
show some promise as a
song writer. But the lyrics
would work much better
with another group, one

I

that wouldn't drown them
in mediocrity.
Janata's vocals are
something of a cross between Huey Lewis and Terrence Trent d'Arby. His biggest problem is that he
doesn't utilize his voice
nearly enough.
The tonality and pitch of
his voice changes vecy little
and tends to make all the
songs sound the same.
However, he does show
potential in the very mellow
tune "Mrs. Gray," which ts
by far the best cut off the LP,
mainly because he uses the
raspiness of his voice and
melds it into the song,
rather than forcing his
voice on the listener.
Six of the 11 songs are
about women and all but
one ("Neighborhood") are
based on typical R&B subjects. "Neighborhood's"
contemporary message
gets lost somewhere in the
mediocrity of the rest of the
LP.
Overall, I found one of
the eleven songs on the LP
noteworthy: "Mrs. Gray."
The rest were, well, just
average.

• HeU With the Lid Off
Artist: MC 900 Foot Jesus
with DJ Zero
Producer: Mark Griffin
Label: Nettwerk Productions

W

ELL,

THIS

WHOLE

mess started "one
hot day .in Tulsa,
Ok." when Mark Griffin
heard a televangelist speaking of a vision he had had.
It was the vision of a 900
foot Jesus. Mark Griffin
became that 900 foot Jesus
by placing an .. MC" in front
of it.
What's worse is this guy
thinks he and some dude
named DJ Zero can actually
see GRIFFIN page 3

The

of

Chaos at 8
p.m. tonight and Saturday night and at
2 p.m. Sunday on UCF's main stage.
Tickets are $5. For reservations call 2752862. • Polish playwright Janusz
Glowacki will meet with UCF faculty
and students at noon in the Board of
Regents room in the administration
building at UCF. Hewillspeakabouthis
llfe as a writer.

•The First Annual UCF Art
Festival will be held in the
shopping center at University and
Alafaya Trail from 11 a.m. until 5 p.m. •
Fortinbras Gets Drunk, by Polish playwrtgh t Janusz Glowacki, will be presented free at the Fred Stone Theatre at
Rollins College at 8 p.m. • The UCF
Orchestra and Chorus will perform at
Lake Brantley High School at 8 p.m. •
Kaoma will perform Lambada at the
Beacham Theatre tonight. For ticket
information call 649-4240.
,._qpaim1...
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•The Last Starfighterwill
be shown in the student
activities center at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

~llllWW.iii211

• Comedian Ed Fiala, with
guest John Sowinski, will
,perform in the
student activities center at 9
p.m.•TheUCF
Community
Orchestra will
end the season
with a free concert at 8 p.m. in
the Lake Howell
High School auditorium.
~~~~

•The local band Disappear
Fear will perform on the
Green at 10:30 a.m. • The Spring
Comedy Fest will feature Tom Azalone,
Steve O. and Don Reed (A Different
World). It will be held in the student
centerauditoriumfrom8p.m. to 11 p.m.

~~~. .
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Local band 'Dead Serios' about music
~Band

combines polka,
speed metal, punk with
• irreverent humor in lyrics

'I

by John Citrone
'M NOT KIDDING •• .I'm Dead Serios ... yells the
scruffy looking lead singer of the funnymetal band of the same name.
They have just finished a totally outrageous set at the Plus 3 lounge in Casselberry.
Dead Sertos has been gaining popularity
throughout the central Florida area in the past
year, even though they have been on the music
scene since 1985.
Lead singer Dead (yes, he claims that Dead Lee
v Sertos is now his real name) calls the band
"Florida's premier polka/ speed/punk band ...
Polka?
"Well," said Serios, )rou lmow the basic beat of
speed metal is the same as a basic polka beat just
a little faster."
Oh ... O.K.
The music is_anything but subtle. It's kind of a
cross between Celtic Frost and Frank Zappa with
a touch of2 Live Crew and a hint of. ..well, you get
the idea . .
The lyrics are flooded with irreverent humor.
"No More Pipe for Potato Head" speaks out
against the Surgeon General asking Mr. Potato
Head to quit smoking.
Sertos himself is a devout smoker.
He introduces the song by stating that it is a
violation of Mr. Potato Head's constitutional rights
to take away his pipe.
The lyrtcs during the chorus are "No more pipe
for Potato Head/No more pipe for potato head/The
Surgeon General's mad, now Potato Head ls sad/
No more pipe for Potato Head."
People, lemme tellya, this is songwriting at its
best.
"ButterbeanQueen"isamockraptunethatrips
on Tiffany the teen-rock-and-mall legend.
"Skid Marks in My Shorts" deals with the heated

··~~

"'

Gears·

Cyc es

tates Ozzy Osbourne with vicious satire.
"Ozzy's too old," said Sertos. "People need to
realize that he is nothing but a fat tub of goo."
His approach to the music and the show is
getting a somewhat unwanted response from
some members of the public.
Yes. some of the tunes contain offensive language while the stage show (at times) can also be
a bit "off color."
Let's see ... at one point during the show, Serios
performs oral sex on one of the female mannequins.
Not exactly PG-13 entertainment, but harmless
nonetheless.
Of course, it wouldn't be half as popular if there
wasn't someone bitching about something.
Another hilarious stage antic Serios pulls occurs during the song "We Are the Lawn Care
· Studs," which is a tribute to the blue-collar working-class lawn service folk.
Serios breaks out his little kiddie lawn mower
and pushes it around the stage and dance floor.
Every once in a while he will be hit by a moshing
audience member, but then again, on the dance
floor. all is fair game.
But Serios ts very business oriented when tt
comes to put.ting the music and show together.
In the early days of spandex and leather, Sertos
had trouble finding a niche for the band. But these
days it's nothing but success.
The band has opened for such major acts as
Mojo Nixon, the Pursuit of Happiness and Anthrax. Serios received quite a compliment when
Mojo Nixon said in his Southern drawl. "You guys
are loud."
Dead Lee Serios (top left) and the boys mix
Well, I guess that's a compliment coming from
humor, metal and polka into their unique style.
Mojo, King of the Music Biz.
"Ain't dat rite. hoss?"
topic of soiled undies.
..Damn straight, Mojo."
Dead Serios even does a cover of The Go-Go's
Anyway, the band ls currently working deals
..We Got the Beat." Jt's a little faster and a lot better.
with major record labels and booking shows all
(Belinda Carlisle never sounded so good}.
Serios ls anything but when it comes to lyrics over the Central Florida area.
If you get a chance to see them. do.
and stage presence.
Durtng a show, he makes use of mannequins.
Just be prepared for the unexpected. It's a sure
tricycles, kiddie lawn mowers and anything else he bet that it will happen.
So go ahead and check 'em out.
can find to get a laugh.
If not for a good tune, then for a ,iood laugh.
During a Black Sabbath style song, Serios iml-

Don't Forget .Next Day
Service On
All Repairs

GRIFFIN

LOVE TO DEATH

FROM PAGE2

FROM PAGE2

make music.
So they tried it on their
latest release HeU With the

to carry a heavy backpack
while climbing up the steep
mountain.
Rosalie's mother, Nadja
(Joan Plowrtght). soothes her
daughter and helps her plot
Joey's death.
Nadja's old-world wit and
ideologies fail miserably in
trying to add any flavor to
this bland tale of murder and
comedy.
I Love You to Death continues t.o snowball downhill
when Nadja hires two cousins, Harlan and Marlon (William Hurt and Keanu
Reeves), to kill Joey.
If brains were fuel, these
guys couldn't propel a
cockroach's moped.
And to top it off. their stupidity is a burden that is
lifted only by the ending
credits.
What is truly shameful is
the cast. Kline and Hurt are
both Oscar winners.
.
Kline's ability to portray a
humorous character was
never tapped, and Hurt's
top-ranked acting from Kiss
of the Spider Woman drowns
in a script engulfed by
yawns.
River Phoenix, Oscar
nominee for >Running on
Empty, had his talents
wasted as well as Keanu
Reeves.
I Love You to Death was
based on a true story and
proves that truth can be
stranger than fiction. The
film also proves that truth
should sometllnes be left
alone.

Lid Off.

The first song on the record is called ..A Greater God ...
This tune is simply funeral
Located in the
music with some wacked-out
women talking about
University Shoppes
unintelligible subject matter.
..Real Black Angel" is song
(near UC6)
number two. This gem has
281-6488
some backward masking
piped into the background of
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---; the tune. It actually had a
decent beat, but I can't help
-..
wonder how people like this
get record contracts.
"Truth Is Out of Style" is
number three on the hit list.
MC 900 speaks these
words over an overscratched background beat.
He says "You jump out ofbed
in the momtng and thank
God for MC 900 ... thankyou,
Waiters
Waitresses
thank you. thank you."
Security
The tune ends abruptly.
For this I thanked God.
Dishwashers
.. UFO's Are Real" is the
Gift Shop
fourth song. This a real toetapping number with a really
Hostesses
good beat. I'll give it an .. E" for
Guest Service Host
effort.
Well, if I went through
everysongyou'dgetthe same
realizations.
Join the "Good Time Gang" · .
My whole point here is to
alert
you of the evils that
Apply Church Street Station
await you behind the eyes of
the MC 900 Foot Jesus.
Personnel Train Car
Please, beware of this
Mon. thru Fri., 9-5
menace for he is armed with
redundant music and trivial
or
lyrics. Please, stay away.

Across From UCF

NOW HIRING ·

Ring 422-2434

- Suzan ZuHanl
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questions."
Questions concerning where she
FROM PAGE 1
earned enough money to buy a condominium in Temple Terrace and a
Fighting off a passing customer 1978 Pontiac race car she plans to
copping a quick feel is a constant enter in the racing circuit are bound
battle, but there's more at stake. to be brought up.
Rules such as never pick up and
Stripping as a profession has been
drink out of a glass you 'v~ put down, glamorized in the media but rarely
never let a guy wander off and buy are the realities shown.
"At the Mons, I'd say 70 percent of
you a drink and never drink out of a
patron's glass are the strippers' three the strippers perform under the inmost important_ commandments fluence of alcohol. pot or coke," Jones
said. "I don't do coke anymore, but I
never to be broken.
Any of the above rules, if broken, will smoke an occasional joint before
opens the door for patrons to put I go on stage. I definitely cannot
dangerous substances in a stripper's drink. If! did, I'd end up falling off the
stage or staring at a cute guy the
drink.
Strippers at the Mons don't get whole ntght."
The Mons did have a problem with
paychecks or have to pay to dance at
the club. Instead, they pay $5 each to its dancers using cocaine while
the door lady, the bouncer and two working, but a recent crackdown has
waitresses. They also have to pay a reduced the problem to a small perdollar for each song they gyrate to. cent.
The masses. for the most part,
And since strippers work for tips,
Jones has never filed an income tax think strippers are mentally unstable. But they're not. Jones exreturn.
•Tm going to have to file this year," plains. "When someone is feeling you
Jones confessed. 'illey're going to up from top to bottom, your mind has
see what I own and start asking to be somewhere else," she said.

STRIPPERS

..Usually I sing a song or think about
a mqvie. Sometimes I thtrik. about my
boyfriend."
·
Her religious beliefs help round
her mental attitude, keepingherfrom
losing control in these situations.
"I believe in God, not the church,"
Jones admits. "You should worship
tnyourownway. Besides, the church
is only interested in your money."
Money led her to her profession,
but it's also her exhibitionist personality. ..I get off by turning guys on,"
she admits.
Her aggressive nature tends to ·
frighten men out side bars, so she
adapted and started meeting her
boyfriends while she worked. That's
where she met her fiancee. But it's
Jones' strong mental training that
provokes nothing but support from
her fiancee.
"You must learn they're two different worlds,"Jones said. "You can't let
them crossover. If you do, you11 lose
everything."
Just like anyone in the entertainment business, strippers get spotted
in public , too.
"When I do get recognized outside

~----------

the bar. it's usually at the supermarket or the mall," Jones said. -whatever the situation, I ignore the comments and pretei:td'like I don't know
what they're talking about."
Although she has her fiancee's
blessing, it's a different story with her
family.
!hey still love me, but they don't
really understand why I do it," Jones
said. !hey know it doesn't make me
a bad person. Of course, they don't
approve, but I do what I want to"
In the not-so-distant future, Jones
would like to travel across America
and into Canada and work at dtlierent clubs.
"Hopefully. I'll work at a lot of biker
bars," Jones said. "You'd be surprised at the money to be made at
those places,. Bikers have plenty of
money. Those Harleys they ride
aren't che.ap."
Considering Jones' adventurous
job. what does she do for social excitement?
"Sitting at home with my dog or
watching the sun set sits fine with
me," Jones said. '"Work is my wild
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For Reservations or Take Out

Call 671 ·5555
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Rush
9:00 and 10:00 P .M .

WE NEVER

t for I ,\dm~ ion

COMPROMISE ON
QUALITY, COME IN
AND TRY FOR YOUR SELF. PUCCINI'S
WI LL MAKE IT
WORTH THE TRIP.. .

al lhl· l • 10
Brin$! Thi: M
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1. ."him. Only,

Pink Floyd The Wall
11:00 P.M.

Don't
go out .
without
your
rubbers.

You
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10065 University Blvd. & Dean Ad .
Suncrest Village Shopping Center
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life."

ITAL·IAN RISTORANTE
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.

can put

special.· sauce

on a burger.

But it won't look good on your resume. Join The Central Florida Future staff and
take an active role in campus events. That will look impressive on your resume.*
And, we'll even give you money. The Central Florida Future is looking for students
to work in the areas of News, Sports and Confetti writing. We also need a
Managing Editor, News Editor, Sports Editor, Confetti Editor, Opinion Editor, Assistant Sports and News Editor and photographers. Skills are a plus but no experience is necessary. We will provide enough of that. For more information, call
275-2865 and ask for Scott or Eric or drop by the Central Florida Future news
office and fill out an application.

.

* As long as it's not in Crayon .

We're talking about
condoms.
And we're talking
a bout AIDS.
If you' re not sharing
needles w ith infected
drug user's. there's one
other way you can get
AIDS, and t hat's sex.
Because when passed
into t he bloodstream by
semen, anybody is
vulnerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines
against AIDS. There are
no cures for it.
And if you get, you'll
likely die.
So if you choose to
have sex, be sure to
carry condoms and tell
your partner to use
them.
Let's face It if a woman
doesn't look out for
herself, how can she be
sure anyone else will?
And if he
·
says no,
so can you.

Al Os

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong .
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